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International law firm BCLP is ranked in three jurisdictions in the 2023 edition of the Global

Competition Review 100, an annual listing of the world’s leading competition practices. BCLP’s

French practice made its debut in rankings and is ranked “Recommended” in France. BCLP is also

ranked as “Highly Recommend” in EU Claimants’ Bar and “Recommended” in the United Kingdom. 

The publication noted BCLP as a popular pick among large corporate clients, especially in regulated

markets, and highlighted some of the team’s top cases of 2022. GCR also highlighted BCLP’s

growing competition practice and referenced Victoria Newbold’s and Julie Catala Marty’s recent

moves to BCLP.

“I’m delighted to see the global competition practice and its team members across the UK, Brussels

and Paris recognised by GCR.  It is a tribute to the amazing spirit, commitment and skill of all the

team. We are grateful to our clients who have given us the opportunity to support them on a wide

range of critical and complex strategic matters in 2022 ” said Andrew Hockley, global head of

BCLP’s Antitrust & Competition Practice.

BCLP lawyers referenced include: Julie Catala Marty, Rémi Beydon, Andrew Hockley, Edward

Coulson and Victoria Newbold.
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professional rules of certain jurisdictions. For advertising purposes, St. Louis, Missouri, is designated BCLP’s

principal office and Kathrine Dixon (kathrine.dixon@bclplaw.com) as the responsible attorney.


